Abstract. We build up network operations for constructing large scale of dynamic networks from the known network models having high quality and good topological property. In this paper, we defined triangle-expanding operation and triangle-contracting operation, as well as construct the new random AS-mixed network models on the basis of Apollonian network models by using these two kinds of operations. We prove the scale-free of new network models and explain the closeness of operations to desired network properties.
2 Random AS-mixed network models and their properties
New operations
In this section we introduce two new operations before we show our models, the named as triangle-expanding operation and triangle-contracting operation. They are a pair of opposite operations.
1) Triangle-expanding operations: Let u is a vertex having three neighbor vertices A, B, C, as well as u and it's neighbor vertices are joined by an edge respectively (see Figure 1(a) ). We call it a basic configuration can expand (BCCE), we expand u into a triangle abc, and furthermore join a with A and B by two edges, join b with A and C by two edges, and then join c with B and C by two edges. We get another configuration (see Figure 1(b) ), We called a basic configuration can contract(BCCC). Clearly, after the graph BCCE expand, the graph BCCC more 2 vertices and 6 edges than graph BCCE. We defined a labelling function f as: f
(A)=f(B)=f(C)=k-1, f(a)=f(b)=f(c)=f(u)=k for k1.
Figure.1 (a) BCCE is a basic configuration can expand, (b) BCCC is a basic configuration can contract. Figure.2 The construction of the Apollonian networks at the first four steps.
2) Triangle-contracting operations: For graph BCCC, we contract triangle abc into a vertice u, and join u with A, B and C respectively, merely, triangle-contracting operation is inverse operation of triangle-expanding operation(see Fig.2 ). We are ready for constructing the desired models.
Building Random AS-mixed network models
First of all, we introduce a fractal operation yields a configuration H in the way: Add a vertex v into the inner face of a triangle and then join v with three vertices A, B and C by three edges, respectively. We define a labelling function g for H(1) as: g(A)=g(B)=g(C)=k-1, g(u)=k for k 1.
2-dimension Apollonian model A(t).
The Apollonian model A(t) (Ref. [8] ) can be generated by the Apollonian-algorithm.
Apollonian-algorithm Initialization. At time step t=0, A(0) is a triangle ABC, and the labelling function f holds
Iteration. At time step t, do a fractal operation to every triangle xyz of A(t-1) with at least one of three labels f(x), f(y) and f(z) is equal to t-1, and label the vertex added with t under f.
See A(0), A(1), A(2) and A(3) shown in Figure 3 . Next, we make a AS-mixed network model AS(t) by the triangle-expanding operations, and it can be constructed in an algorithm: For t=0, we let AS(0) be the initial network having three vertices and three edges such that any pair of vertices is joined by an edge formed a triangle. We defined a labeling f such that f()=0, for each vertex  V(0). AS-mixed network models structure before t time step is same to Apollonian network models structure at time step t, AS-mixed network model have 3 t -1 new vertices added into the network, their labeling both
. We choose randomly p3
 new vertices do triangle-expanding operations, we get random AS-mixed network models, where p is a adjustment coefficient and 0 p<1. We can see AS (2) shown in figure 4. In order to further explore the nature of random AS-mixed network models, we can see the minimal model of it is Apollonian networks, because p=0 in this case, we denoted the model is AS min (t) or directly A(t), On the other hands, when p=1 we get the maximal model of random AS-mixed network models, denoted AS max (t). Follows, we approximate the nature of new networks by research Apollonian networks A(t) and AS max (t) model. Let nv(t) and ne(t) be the total numbers of vertices and edges at time step t respectively in AS(t), thereby, we have 
. We can see when t is large enough the resulting network is a sparse graph whose vertices have many fewer connections than is possible.
Two types of degree cumulative distributions
For estimating the topological structure of AS(t), we compute the min-cumulative and max-cumulative distributions 
where |V(k',t)| is the number of vertices of degree k' (Ref. [10] ). We can easily to gain the degree spectrum of the 2-dimension Apollonian networks d
and A(t) do triangle-expanding operations for every vertex with labeling f(u)=t, we get the maximal model of AS-mixed network model, it's degree spectrum is following d
where  is the time that vertices with degree k added in the AS-mixed networks, plugging 
<3. Figure5 indicates the degree cumulative
distributions of Apollonian network and randomly maximal AS-mixed network, abscissa is refer to the degree of vertices, and ordinate is refer to the degree cumulative of network models. The solid line and dotted line describe the minimal model and the maximal model respectively. So we think the both of random AS-mixed network is also scale-free. Observe (6) and (8), we can see 
Two types of edge cumulative distributions
Motivated from the cumulative degree distribution that is an important character of scale-free networks the authors in [3] proposed a statistic way named as
Apollonian networks, we compute the min-edge cumulative distribution is , and C1 is a constant. On the other hand, we get another max-edge cumulative distribution as follows , and C2 is also a constant. It is clear that two edge cumulative distributions are equivalent to two cumulative distributions, respectively. Thereby, we conclude that two edge cumulative distributions obey power-laws.
Velocities of the models
The dynamic development speed of networks was proposed by (Ref. [11] ), this metric is used to measure the speed development of real networks. . It can simulate the real-network because of its randomness, this AS-mixed network can satisfy higher requirements on the speed of network, such as we can curb the speed of rumors and prevent the speed of infectious diseases by constructing new models.
Conclusions
In this paper, we are aiming construction of quality network models AS(t), due to the mix process of model is random， so we regard AS(t) is a partial random AS-mixed model. We also defining two new network operations, our operations are dynamic according to time and are not stable like that in graph theory. As known the Apollonian networks A(t) are scale-free, it returned AS(t) by doing operations, AS(t) are also scale-free networks. So we constructing network models by preserving good network properties, we guess the operations of network can retain scale-free, but also the high clustering and small-world effect and so on.
People want to accurately depict random network topological characteristics is very difficult, so our idea is to use the upper and lower bounds to compress the random network, and the difference between the upper and lower bounds is very small, which indicates that our assertion is correct. This way provide a new method as we described the nature of the random networks and it can help us to explore more and more real random networks, hence, we can get the rule of random networks, which it is unknown before.
